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1 Introduction 

Supers)·mmetry [1] is supposed to be the most promising key for the 
solution of problems of t.he Standard ~lode!. That is why in recent 
years the search for Sl'SY has become one of the most important ta-'ks 
for the present and future accelerators. 

According to the great variety of models with different assumptions 
there are several particles which could have a mass within the reach of 
present or forthcoming experiments. Among these particles are: the 
lightest Higgs boson, the lightest neutralino, and the lightest chargino. 

The Higgs boson, even if it is discovered at LEP II, will not give us 
complete evidence that SUSY takes place. The neutralino discovery 
at present is been questioned, since its production cross section is 
rather small and the signature is hardly separated from background 
events [2]. All this makes chargino the most promising superparticle 
to be discovered soon if there is supersymmetry in the nature . 

In this paper we analyse a possible chargino detection via its cre
ation in e+ e- collisions with subsequent 'leptonic' or 'hadronic' decay. 
We define these decay modes as follows: the neutralino, neutrino, and 
the lepton or neutralino and quark pair (jets) in the final state, re
spectively. 

To study the real possibility to detect the signal from chargino, the 
Me· generator for the signal and background has been created. We 
have also included the effects of detector resolution and hadroniza
tion effects into our analysis. All squared matrix elements and the 
most part of numerical calculations have been made by the CompHEP 
package [4], in which we have implemented the part of supersymmetric 
standard model relevant for our analysis. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a brief 
description of the model we have used and discuss the theoretical and 
experimental motivations for the choice of input parameters. Then, in 
Section 3, we discuss possible modes of chargino decays, present the 
chargino production rate at LEP II and perform the MC simulation 
and kinematical analysis of the signal and background for different 
signatures with the aim to extract the signal and suppress the back
ground. As a result of this analysis, we designed an effective set of 
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kinematical cuts. These cuts allow one to extract the signal from the 

chargino up to the col!ider kinematic limit. In Section .. J. we examine 

the ~JSS:Il parameters space and explore the regions which could be 

excluded by the analysis of chargino search at LEP II. Then we make 

some final conclusions. 

2 The Model 

2.1 Basic assumptions 

The framework of the present studies is the Minimal Supersymmetric 

Standard :Vlodel (MSSM) [3] which has already shown itself to good 

advantage. It is the simplest extension of the Standard !v!odel (SM) 

that makes good use of the idea of supersymmetry as an underly-· 

ing principle. Supersymmetry provides solutions to some of the in

ner problems of SM offering a number of theoretically beautiful ways. 

Also, in the context of Grand Unification idea it allows for the real 

unification of fundamental interactions at the scale of the order 

10r6 GeV [5]. 

Constituents of the model are the quarks and leptons of three gen

erations, gauge bosons and Higgs scalar fields. To these must be added 

the superpartners, the particles that differ in spin by half a unit. Thus, 

every gauge field of SM has its fermionic superpartner, and every mat

ter field has a scalar partner. Contrary to SM, one needs an additional 

doublet of Higgs scalar fields to give masses to up quarks and to down 

quarks and leptons and to avoid the gauge anomaly. 

An appropriate mathematical language to describe a supersymmet

ric model is the language of superfields. The Yukawa interactions are 

defined by the superpotential that in the case of MSSM reads 

W = <;; (hEL; E' Hi+ hoQ; D' H) + huQ;U' H2 + JIH)Ht) (1) 

. Here Q and L are the left-handed quarks and leptons superfield dou

blets; U', D', E', superfields corresponding to the right-handed quarks 

and leptons; and Hr,2 are the Higgs superfields; i and j are the SU(2) 

indices (E 1z = 1), color and flavor indices being understood. 

Since we do not observe the exact supersyrnrnetry in the nature, i.e. 

there are no pairs of particles we could identify as superpartners, it is a 
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hrokt·n synnnrtry. At prrs<'llt there 1:s a plwnomrn0logieally arrrptablr 

wa~· to hn•ak SUJH'rsymnwtry. to include the .soft bn,aking t<'rms iilto 

tiH' SrSY lagrallgian. Soft. iu this coutext. means that these' terms 

do uor iutrodncr Ill'\\" qnadratic clivrrgrnc<'S into the throry. It is 

a:-,~llllH'd that breaking of suJwrsyuunt>try takes place in the hi<ld<'ll 

SPctor \\"hich intt•racts with t-he Yisihl(' "·orld. only via gravity. All the 

possible soft t.ei·ms have been stHdied in Rd. [6]. The Sl"SY breaking 

t<'!'ms in ~ISS~! are the mass terms for the scalars. the mass terms for 

the gangiuos a.ud Yuka,\·a type terms: 

'" I' 1 "' -Lsu = m0 LJo; + (;;"''I'L-"'o-'o 
i - <I 

(2) 

+A (ht·lje'h\ + h 0 qjd'h\ + hl'q;,,.-h;) + Bph\h~ + h.c.) 

In gc·urral. 1\lSShl contains too many nrw unknown para.mPtt:"rs 

aud. To rednc·e the tmnJ.brr of tht'lll. on€' usually makrs a munber of 

simplifying assnmpt.ions. Somr of th<'m comr from the Grand l"nifird 

Theories and/or Supergravit.y theories. The most often used are the 

gauge couplings unification and the universality of the soft supersym

nwt.ry breaking terms at the GUT srale, and radiatiw breaking of the 

SU(2) x ['(1) symmetry at tli<' c],•,·troweak scale. \\'e assume also the 

fl-parit.\" c-ons<'rvation. which tn('anS. in particular. that supcrparticlrs 

can lw produerd on!~· in pairs. ami th('rt-' ('Xist.s tlw _c;fo.ble light<>st su

persymmet.ric particle (LSP) which is usually considen•d the light<'st 

IWntra.lino. 

Aft('l" the <tbovr-ment.ion<'d a.-;sumpt.ions arc mad<' only fin' Il<'W 

paramet.('l"S nre left: 

mo, 'lllt/2, I'· .-L t.aud. 

whrre m.o is a common mass for scalars at the unification shlk. m 1; 2 is 

the same for fermions~ tL is tlH' Higgs mixing paramrt.('l'. A is t b(' soft . 

snpPrsymmet.ry bn .. aking parm11der and tan f) is tlH' ratio of Y<H'Hlllil 

PXJH'd.a.t.ion va.lm's of t.lw two Higgs fields t.au .3 = t"L/ 1· 1. 

H'nuio11ic part.nrrs of t.he dC'(·t.rmYeak gangp and Higgs hosons (gan

ginos and higg:sino:;) lllix t.o gin' tlw uwss <'ig<'n:it<lt<'s nllll·d tllP char

v;ino and 1wut.ralino. 
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).lasses call be obtained by the diagonalization oft he mass matric<"s: 

_\11'1 = ( .\!, J2.\IH· sin .3 ) 
J2:\J\l· cos .3 I' 

( 

.11, 

\.[(0) = 0 . 
· -.\/zcos.JstnOw 

.\1 z s·m :3 sin 9w 

0 
A/2 

;\/zcos.ho~;B\1· 

-:\1 z sin .3 cos Bu· 

-J/zco~Jsin Ow 
.\/z cos .3 cos Bw 

0 
-Jl 

(3) 

:\fr~in.J;,infitt' ) 
-Mzsin }t·osBw _,, 

0 
( 4) 

:\12 is the mass of the wino. whereas :\11 is the mass of the F(l)y 

gaugino. the bino. 
The eigenvalues corresponding to the chargino masses are 

lilz = ~ [;\12 + J.l.z + 2Mz, 
,;:,2 2 2 " 

±j(M}- Jt2).2 + 4Mtv cos2 2;3 + 4Mfv(M} + JL2 + 2MzJ.I.Sin2.8)] . 

The neutralino masses m,o are roots Ak of the quartic equation 

F(>.) = 0, where 

F(>.) = >.4 - (:\11 + M 2)>.3 - (M] + p 2
- M1M,)>.2 

+[(:\1, sin2 Bw + M, cos2 Bw- I' sin 2;9)M~ + (M1 + M,)p2]>. 

+[(M2 sin2 Bw + M, cos2 Bw )pM1 sin 2!3- Af1M,p2
] (5) 

The diagonalization can be performed in a straightforward way by 

multiplying the mass matrices by unitary rotating matrices: 

r;TM(c)y = •11'1 •'VTi\11°1N = i\1101 (6) 
L • J\ drag' " · · dwg 

u = o_. V = { 0+, detAf(C) ~ 0 
· a30+, detAfkl < 0 

0 ± = ( cos¢± sin¢± ) , 
- Slll cP± COS cP± 

(7) 

and the angks 9± are defined by 

2
-" _

2 
rn
2 

psin;3+M2 cos;3 
tan '1'- - v" 2 2 2 M2 -I' - 2Mw cos 2;3 

(8) 

2
-" _ 

2 
rn
2 

pcos;9 + M2 sin;3 
tan '~'+ - v" • 2 2 2 2/3 ,,12 -I' - 2Mw cos 

(9) 

The diagonalizing matrices U, V, and N enter into the Feynman 

rnks. 
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2.2 Model parameters 

In this subsection we describe the constraints imposed on the model 

parameters and the experimental limits on masses of SUSY particles3. 

Since we are dealing with the chargino and neutralino, not all the 

parameters mentioned in the above discussion are relevant for our 

study. As has been mentioned in e.g. [7], the physical properties of 

the chargino and neutralino depend on p, m 112 and tan ;3, which can 

be easily seen from the mass matrices. 

~umerical values of the parameters should obey some common re

strictions. For example, if one wants supersymmetry to solve the hier

archy problem, the masses of superpartners have to be below 1 Te V. 

This leads to some obvious boundaries in the parameter space. Usu

ally it is supposed that 

-1000 GeV ;S f1 ;S 1000 GeV, 

0 ;S m112 ::; 1000 GeV, 1 :0: tan ;3 5 50 (10) 

Among the experimental constraints that can be imposed on the 

model parameters the top-mass constraint deserves special comment. 

It has been shown in Ref. [8] that once it is taken into account (m, = 
175 ± 6 Ge V) one has to distinguish between two possible scenar

ios determined by the value of tan ;3. The two allowed regions are 

1 < tan ;3 < 3 and 20 < tan f3 < 40. The sign of the Higgs mixing 

parameter f1 is undetermined since the electroweak symmetry breaking 

constraint determines only p2• One should note also that if the relic 

density con8traint is included, only the high tan ;3 scenario permits the 

light chargino and neutralino, which is considered the best candidate 

for the dark matter of the Universe. In our study we used, as input 

parameters, the results of the global fit analysis [8, 9]; the latter con

straint has not been considered in Ref.[8],thus giving the possibility 

for the light chargino and neutralino for the low tan ;3 scenario. From 

now on we shall deal with both scenarios, keeping in mind that they 

imply different sets of the basic parameters with the allowed lower 

mass of the chargino. 
3The supersymme\ric Standard Model with parameters restricted by experimental constraints 

is often referred to as the Constrained Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model. 
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tan P- 1.52 tan ;3- 41.2l 

mo 400 GeV 800 GeV 

mi/2 111 GeV 88 GeV 

1'(0) 1260 GeV -270 GeV 

A(O) 0 GeV 1256 GeV 

Table 1: The "best fit, SUSY parameters for the low and high tan.B scenarios. 

tan ;3- 1.52 tan ;3- 41.2 

xi' 82 GeV 70 GeV 

x~ 549 GeV 304 GeV 

x1 41 GeV 35 GeV 

x~ 83 GeV 69 GeV 

x~4 "' 540 GeV "'295 GeV 
t, 140 GeV 504 GeV 

b, 383 GeV 675 GeV 

v, 407 GeV 818 GeV 

Table 2: The mass spectrum of some SUSY particles for the "best fit, for the low 

and high tan (3 scenarios. 

,-x x' ' 

,. xi 

---~--xl 
' ' ii.l 
' e+ 1 xi 

Figure 1: Diagrams for the pajr chargino production in e+e- collisions. 
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\'tmH'ri<:al n1hH'S of tlw paramPt<Ts arr prrscntrd in taLle 1 for 

scenarios with low and high tan .3. To calculate t-he mass spectrum of 

su}wrparticlPs \\'f' nm onP-loop l'<'Hormalization group rquations from 

the unification point down to tlw low energy (:o:; I TrY) n·gion. The 

ma~~ S}wdnun obtained is shown in table 2 for both scenarios. 

3 Chargino production and decay 

.\II analytic and numE'rical calculations of a 2 -7 2 process of pair 

chargino production (e+e- -+ \ +\ -). 2 -+ 3 processes of chargino 

decay, and 2 -+ 4 background processes have been doJW with the ai<i 

of tlw CompHEP software package [4]. This package allows one to 

perform complete tr<•e level calculations' in the framework of any fc•d 

modd. For calculations in the franwwork of ~fSSlll the twressary 

part of the model related to the procc•ss under study has lwc•n implc•

mented into CompHEP. We used tlw Feynman rules \\Tittc•n dO\m in 

Ref. [10]. The model was extensiwly tested. One of the tests was 

calculations both in the t.'Hooft.-Feynman and unitarily gauges which 

had an agreement at the lew! of nnnwrical accuracy. 

The chargino is produced via s-channel (with ') and Z-boson ex

change) as well as via the 1-channel diagram with the sncntriuo il

lnst.rat.Pd in fig. 1. .'j-channd ctnd t-chamwl diagrams intcrf<'l'C' d<'

st.rttctively, so that thr cross srct.ion ha .. s a minimum at a Yahw of th<' 

SIH'Ut.rino mass around m., +. Sf?C' fig. 2. 
For the mass spectrum nndrr study thC:' snt?ntrino mass is nmrh 

higher than that of the chargino and tlms the 1-channel diagram has 

a several per cent negative contribution. It. is clearly illustrated in 

fig. 2, where the dependence of the total cross section of pair rhargino 

production is shown as a function of the stwut.rino mass for low tau .1 

(solid line) and high tan ;3 (dashed line) scenarios. For <'Xample. for a 

giwn sneutrino mass (407 GcV aud 801 G<•V) and 95 Gc•V char!\ino. 

cross srdions arr: 2.9 pb <:md 3.2 ph n•spcct.iYe1y. whil<' nmt.rihntion 

only from the s-channel diagram is 3.5 pb and 3.4 ph for thc'st' two 

S('<'narios. 
For tlw low tau J sr<'na.rio wit-h a lower SIH'ut.riuo ma.-.;s. tlH' ucgatin· 

intc•rferenn' is bigger than t.hat. for t.ltc high tan,! i;cc•nario (20/(. in 
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Figure 1: The cross section as a function of t.he sneutrino mass for the low tan ,8 
(solid li1w) and high tan fi scenarios ( rnx* ::::::9.5 Ge V). 
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Figure 4: Diagrams for the chargino decay modes. 
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comparison with 6%). In the range of chargino mass 60-100 Ge\.' the 
noss section is of orckr of sewral pb \'arying from 6.2 ph to 1.3 pb 
and from 6.7 pb to 1.3 pb for the low and high tan .3. respectiely. The 
total no:-;s S('l'tion Yersus rhargiuo mass is present<:'d in fig. 3 for both 
t ht•st' ea.st's. 

Since the sum of neutralino and W-boson masses is higher than 
th<' chargino mass, there is only the possibility of three-body decay 
for tl><· chargino. The chargino decays into jj + \ 0 or I+ v + \ 0 The 
<"Ompld<~ gauge invariant set. of Feynman diagrams is shown in fig. -t 

If the nuc" of the next-to-lightest neutralino \~ is lower than the 
chargino one. then it could open the cascade decay of \g. But the dif
ference between masses of \ V and \g of several dozen Go\.' (for exam
ple. 30 Ge\.' for the high tan;3 scenario) results iii that. the branching 
ratio of chargino decay into \? + f + !' is about 50 times as high as 
that of decay \g + f + f' into (for example, ~0 times for \~ + f + f' 
for the 95 GeV chargino, m,~ = ~0 GeV and m,~ = 70 GeV). In 
the following we do not take the latter decay channel into account. 

The main contribution to the total decay width comes from the 
diagram with the virtual 11:-boson, while the contribution from dia
grams with a heavy (300-400 Ge\') sclectron, sneutrino and charged 
Higgs is fairly small (1-2%). In T<tbk 3 \\'e present the dPcay widths 
for the 95 GeV chargino with respectiw branching ratios. 

Though the cha.rgino decay width is small, it. has rather short lif<•
time in the mass range 10-100 Ge\.' to decay inside t.hc det<•ctor. The 
decay width as a. function of the chargino mass is sho\\'n in fig. 5. 

As one can see, jj + \ 0 or! +11+ \ 0 branching ratios are ,·cry dose to 
jet or lepton branching ratios of the W -boson. This is due to the far! 
that t.he main contribution to decay widths comes from the diagram 
with t.he virtual W -boson decaying int.o two jets or the lepton and 
neutrino. It has been checked that these branching ratios arc almost 
independent. of the chargino mass in t.hc int.erval/0-100 G,•\'. 

ThC' po~siblr signat.urrs for pair chargino produd-iou are: 

1) two l<•ptons (a.n rl<'ctron or a lllllOll) +missing Pr if two charginos 
drcay lept.onica.lly; 

2) a charged lepton, two j<'ts and a missing t.nlBS\'<'rse monwnt.tun 
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Process f(GeV) BR(%) 
1 x• -> cbxv 0.83921 ·10-' 0.0% 
2 \ + --? Ub\ 0.69445. JO-• 0.0% 
3 \+ --7 cS,\u 0.45610 . 10 ' 31.3% 
4 x+ -+ usxu 0.23505. JO-> 1.6% 
5 x+ -+ cdxv 0.23345 . JO•' 1.6% 
6 x•-> udx 0.45991 . 10 ' 31.3% 
7 x+ -t T+V7 XO 0.16671 ·10 ' 11.4% 
8 x+ -t p+v~'xv 0.16303. JO•' 11.4% 
9 x+ -t e+vex" 0.16303 .Jo-• 11.4% 

Table 3: Chargino decay widths and branching ratios . 

Cut WW:l+j+Jh signal : l + j + Jh 
0 6600 900 
I 4385 346 
2 4206 317 
3 31 301 
4 26 268 
5 26 268 
6 15 228 

-

Table 4: Numbers of events for the signal and background for the I+ 2jets +fiT 
signature for the consecutive cut application for the integrated luminosity 1000 pb-1 • 

Cut WW: 4jet + Ftr signal: 4jet + Ftr 
0 2200 1300 
1 1183 261 
2 176 212 
3 44 190 
4 44 190 
5 43 187 

Table 5: Number of events for the signal and background for the 4jets+ Jtr signature 
for the consecutive cut application for the integrated luminosity 1000 pb-1• 
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in the final state if one of the charginos decays leptonically while 
the other has the hadronic decay mode; 

3) four jets and a missing transwrse momentum if both charginos 

decay hadronically. 

All these signatures have the same source of background, namely, 
the lFW one. Pure leptonic signature has the lowest rate. :\!oreover, 
two neutrinos in the final state with large Pr cause the problem of 
reconstructing basic specific kinematic characteristics which are im
portant for the signal and background separation. The last two sig
natures seem to be the most promising for chargino search. In this 
paper we have concentrated just on these two cases. 

For furt.her calculations and the lviC simulation we use the chargino 
mass equal to 95 Ge V which is almost at the limit of the maximum 

expected beam energy. 

4 Signal and Background Study 

4.1 MC simulation 

To study the possibility of the signal extraction from the background, 
the :\IC generator for chargino pair production and decay has been 
created. It was designed as a new user process for PYTHIA 5.7 /.JET
SET i'A package [11]. This generator is related with PYTHIA 5.7 
by a special interface and uses FORTRAN codes for squared matrix 
elements produced by by CompHEP. For integration of the squared 
matrix element over the phase space and a consequent event simulation 
the :.1onte-Carlo generator uses the BASES/SPRING package [12]. In 
the same manner the generator for the real 2 -7 4 : ·e+ e- -7 l + jj + v 
background process has also been created. 

The effects of the final state radiation, hadronization and string 
fragmentation (by means of .JETSET 7.4) have also been taken into 
account. For the detector simulation the LUCELL subroutine has 
been used. The following resolutions which are currently available at 
the ALEPH detector at LEP have been used for the jet and electron en
ergy smearing: (JhadconjE = 0.8/VE and <Je/"

1'""/E = 0.19/VE [13]. 
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ln our analyoio we uoed tlw cone OA (~R = J ~,;'+~'I' = O . .J) al
goritlllll for the j<?t r('constrnction. The miuimum ET thn·shold for a 
<·t>ll to lw consider<"ci as a jC't initiator has lwen <"hoseu 2 G('\. while 
t IH· one of summed Er for a colll'diou of cells to be accepted as a jet 
lws lw<'ll chosPll 9 Ge\". 

l:ndc'r tht• assumptions mentioned above the kin<"matie featurE"s of 
both signatures for signal and background haye been studied. 

4.2 I+ jj + Ih signature 

L<'! us consider tlw 'mixed' mode• of rhargino decay with a charged 
l<•pton and two jets in tlw final state.· The branching ratio for the 
chargino decay when one chargino dC'tays into an electron or a nmon; 

and the other one, into two jets is: BR( \ 1"" -7 I jj + Ih) = 2 · (0.658 · 
0.228) = 0.30. For the 95 GeV chargino the croso section of this 
particular channel is equal to: <J( \ 1"" -7 ljj + Ih) = <Jtot · BR( \ 1"" -7 

ljj + lh). 2.9. 0.3 = 0.9 pb. 
The main background with the same signature is the e+e- -7 

Jr+w- process if one of the H"s dt•cays leptonically and the other 
one decays hadronically. The total cross section of this process at the 
tree lew! for .jS = 200 GeV is <J = 20.2.J pb with the branching ratio of 
tlw H'-bosons decay BR( 1]'1"" -7 ljj + I{T) = 2 · (O.G6i' · 0.222) = 0.29. 

We haw checked that the real 2 -7 -1 e+c- -7 l + jj +I/ pro
cess gin·s additional 13% to the contribution from e+ e- -7 11'+ w-. 
because of ot.lwr additional diagrams. In fig. 6 we f.H'<'sent. as an cx

amplr, t.he complete set of F('ynmau diagrams for e+ e- ---+ e + J/ + u + rl 
process. Its cross section is equal to 0.78 pb, while the contribution 
from e+e- -7 H:+w- is equal to 0.69 pb. It. ha8 be<'n dJ<•ck<·d that 
the n·al 2 -7 .J e+e- -7 l + jj + 11 process has a negligible diffen•nn• 
in t.lw shap<:' distribution of mnin kin<'mat.ir variable~ in comparison 
with e+e- -7 w+Jv- (in r,. of jets. missing Pr. th<' inYariant di
jet. and t.he electron-neutrino ma.ss). Thus onr ran usr t.lw resonaHC<' 
r-+e- -7 J.v+w- process \\'ith applied factor 1.13. 

Tlw total cross srction of t.h<' 1r1r ha.ckgronud for this signature 
is <'XJWct.ed to be equal to 20.2.J · 0.29. 1.13 = G.6 ph. 

If We' t.ak<' iuto account. tlH' iut.<>gralluwiuosity as high as 1000 ph- 1. 

thcu in t<•nns of the munh<•r of <'Wnts one cau expect 900 and GGOII 
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eH:nts. resprctivrly: for ihese partirular signatures. 
Among the kinematic variables for separation of the signal and 

background which have been studied in sewral papers (sec. e.g. [2. 13]) 
tlw mo5t attractiv(> are: 

I) The squared missing mass defined as missing 4-momentum squ
ared. 4-momenta can be resolved for e+e- because we know ex
actly the energies of colliding beams and momenta of outgoing de
tectable particles. For the background the squared missing mass 
has a peak around zero while for the signal with undetectable 
heavy neutralinos it has a peak at a value larger than 2m;,. This 
fact is clearly demonstrated in fig. 7. This figure clarifies also 
the importance of hadronization and fragmentation effects which 
should be taken into account as well as the smoothing ofjet and 
electron energies. All these effects lead to the smoothing of the 
missing mass distribution for the background around zero which 
is exactly zero at the parton level. 

2) The invariant di-jet mass which for the WW background is con
centrated around the W ma>S, while for the signal it has a peak 
around m,+ - mxo, see fig. 9. As we can see, because of the jet 
reconstruction effects and energy smearing, the di-jet mass dis
tribution for the background is shifted by approximately 10 GeV 
from the Z-peak to a lower value 

3) The invariant electron-neutrino mass, which for the WW back
ground is concentrated around the W mass, but has a peak at 
values higher than theW -mass because of the errors in identifica' 
tion of the neutrino momentum. The signal distribution for the 
electron-"neutrino" mass has a peak, of course, at much higher 
values (at 155 GeV for the 95 GeV chargino and 40 GeV neu
tralino ). 

4) Hr variable defined as a scalar sum of the transverse energies of 
the two final state quarks and Er of the charged lepton: 

HT = IET(jet!)l + IET(jet2JI + IET(lepton)l. (11) 

This variable which was not considered in the previous studies of 
SUSY particle searches at LEP, but was successfully applied to 
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the top-quark discovery at the Tevatron [14]. It can be considered' 
as a measure of massiveness of the final state part.icle. In our 
case HT is softer for the signal than for the WW background 
because of a large mass which is gone away with two massive 
neutra!inos. It is also a strong discriminant between the signal 
and background, see fig. 10. 

By taking into account the specific features of the kinematic vari
ables for the signal and background shown above, the following set of 
kinematic cuts has been worked out: 

1) several general cuts: Enepton > 10 GeV, ET;I.2 >10 GeV, isola
tion of the electron in terms of C.R = .j t.¢;; + t..?J;; > 0.3. 

2) missing transverse momentum> 10 GeV, only a low cut, because 
the lh distributions for the signal and background are similar, 
see fig. 11. 

3) squared missing mass > 10000 Ge V2 

4) invariant electron-neutrino mass > 140 GeV 

5) di-jet mass < 60 GeV 

6) Hr < 70 GeV 

The consecutive action of these cuts is shown in Table 4 for the 
number of events corresponding to the total integrated luminosity 
1000 pb-1. It is clearly seen that designed cuts shown above sup
press the background quite enough for the signal to be subtracted. It 
should be pointed out that the upper edge of the di-jet mass distribu
tion for the signal gives an important information about the chargino 
and neutralino mass, it is equal to (m~- m~), so the cut on the di-jet 
mass has been chosen in a way it does not affect the signal at all. 
After all cuts have been applied, we have 228 events for the signal and 
15 events from the background which is reduced by factor 0.002 from 
the parton level. 

In fig.12 the di-jet mass distribution illustrating the clear signal 
effect is shown after the whole set of cuts has been applied. 
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4.3 -1 jets 1· I/T signature 

Let us turn now to the signature when both charginos decay hadron
ically having the 4 jets + f/T signature. For this case the signal ratio 
with BR = (0.67 · 0.67) = 0.45 is 1.5 times higher than for the first 
signature. So the cross section for this channel is 2.9- 0.45 = 1.3 pb. 

The main SM backgrounds leading to the 4jets + f/T signature 
are, first of all, the WW process when one W decays hadronically 
and the other decays into r-neutrino and r-lepton which decays then 
hadronically giving an extra neutrino and two jets. The branching 
ratio of this decay is 2 · 1/9[BR(W --t rvT)]· 2/3[BR(W --t 2jets)] · 
0.65[BR(r --t vT + hadrons)] = 0.096. Thus the cross section of this 
process is 22.9 · 0.096 = 2.2 pb. 

We have also checked the other possible sources of backgrounds: 
e+ e- --t vvqq with the consequent gluon radiation of quarks, (for 
example, the cross section of the e- --t v,v,uu process is equal to 
0.038 pb, and after the di-jet radiation one can expect an additional 
factor of CK, 2, and the total cross section of the processes e+ e- --t 

11Tiqq --t f/r + 4jet~ is of order 0.001 pb); e+e- --t ll,v,w+w- process 
with the total cross section 7.5 · 10-7 pb and e+ e- --t I/,v,Z0 Z0 process 
with the total cross section 5.4 · 10-9 pb. We can see that the only 
real background is the first one mentioned above. 

For the 1000 pb-1 luminosity we can expect 1300 and 2200 events 
of the signal and background, respectively, with the ratio higher than 
for the previous signature. At the same time MC simulation shows 
that it is more difficult to extract the signal for that type of events. 
The missing mass distribution for the signal is softer than that for the 
lepton+ 2jets + f/r signature because of the absence of the neutrino, 
while for the background it is wider and harder because of the presence 
of additional neutrinos after the r-lepton decay. Also, for the 4jet+ f/r 
signature there is no lepton in the final state and we cannot use the 
invariant mass of a lepton and a neutrino as a discriminator of the 
background. 

There is the reason for the fact that the signal ratio for 4jet + 
f/r becomes smaller than for lepton+ 2jets + f/r signature after the 
detector simulation. It is related to the probability of the jet to be 
reconstructed. For WW events this· probability is higher than that 
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for chargino production with softer jets coming from virtual 11"-boson 
with effective ma" of 40 Ge V which is half as large as that for the 
real W-boson. The estimated probability (for parameters under the 
assumption) of the jet reconstruction from the real W-boson is about 
90% while for the virtual W-boson it is only 70%. It means that the 
signal with two or four jets loses 50% or 75% events respectively. This 
fact makes also the lepton+ 2jets + I/r signature a little bit more 
attractive for the chargino search. 

At the same time the 4 - jet + lh channel is complementary to 
the l + 2jet + $r one and can give information about the branching 
ratios of chargino decay; it would be an independent confirmation of 
the possible chargino existence. 

For the background reduction we chose kinematical variables simi
lar to those for the previous signature: 

1) Squared missing mass. For the background it has a peak around 
zero, but this distribution, as it was told above, is wider than 
that for the l + 2jet + $r events and softer for the signal, see 
fig. 13. 

2) Invariant four-jet mass, which for the IVW-backgrouncl is con
centrated around 2ll1w, while for the signal it has a peak around 

. 2mx+ - m,o, see fig. 14. 

3) Hr variable, see fig. 15. 

The following set of kinematic cuts has been designed for this signa
ture: 

1) several general cuts: Er;1,2,3,4 > 10 Ge V, 

2) missing transverse momenta> 15 GeV, to reject a big amount 
of events which have nothing to do with the r-lepton in the final 
state. Usually these ewnts are from the 4-jet WW-decay with 
small missing transverse momenta, see fig. 16. 

3) squared missing mass > 5000 Ge V2 

4) four-jet mass< 120 GeV 

5) Hr < 100 GeV 
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Thr eonsrcutive action of thrse cuts is shown in 'fablr 5 for the 

numlwr of <'Vents C'orrespontliug to tlH' same integrated luminosity as 

before. It is also dearly seen that the designed ruts suppress the 

bad.::grouud quitE' f'nough for tlw signal to br subtracted . 

. .\fter all cuts have been applied. we have 261 eYents for the signal 

and -13 from the background which is reduced by factor 0.02. \\'e can 

see that the reduction factor for the background for this signature is 10 

times smaller than that for the I+ 2jets + Ifr signature for the reasons 

explained above. But nevertheless the cuts for the "jet." signature have 

a big affect on the background. In fig.11 the four-jet mass distribution. 

with d<>ar signal effect. similar to tlw preYious signature, is shown after 

the whole set of cuts has been applied. 

The upper edges of the four-jet. mass distribution determine the 

2-(m; -mZl value which should be consistent with the value (mi -mZ) 

coming from the l + 2jets + Ifr signature study and it is complemen

tary, which can improve determination of the rhargino and Iwutralino 

masses. The procedure of extrading information about the rhargino 

and neutralino from the endpoints of Mjj and E11 has been described 

in [15]. The same procedure should be used in t-he case of the end

points for A1;jjj and E1111 . The accuracy of the determinat.ion of the 

chargino and neutralino mass is expect.ed. t.o be of order 5 GeV. 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper, we have investigated the potential of the LEP I! rol

lider for the search of the chargino signal. The charged krmion. light 

chargino, is the most preferable SUSY particle to be discovered t lw 

first at LEP II. 
The total production rate of pair chargino production has hem 

calculated. In the mass range within the reach of LEP II. th<' eros' 

sert.ion of chargino production is of order 1 ph. 

The decay channels of the chargino have been studied. TIH' only 

possibility of three-body decay is shown. The decay width as wdl as 

branching ratios have been calculated. It is shown that. <l<'<·ay of t lw 

chargino into the next-to-lightest.neut.ralino (which <>]wns the cascade 

decay of the rhargino) is suppressed enough for not to lw tak<·n into 
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·account. The most preferable signatures for chargino search, namely 
lepton+ 2jcts + Ih and 4jcts + lh haw been studied. The signature 
with four jets and missing transverse momenta has not been investi
gated in details before. 

For analysing of the signal and background kinematics in order to 
suppress the latter, the MC generator has been created. In compari
son with the previous papers related to the chargino search at LEP II, 
not only smearing but also the effects of hadronization and jet recon
struction as well as final state radiation have been taken into account, 
which is especially important for the 4 - jets+ I/Jr signature. Based 
on the study of the signal and background kinematics, the set of cuts 
for the signal extraction has been designed. These cuts suppress the 
background quite enough for the signal to be clearly seen. The infor
mation about chargino and neutralino masses can be extracted from 
the endpoints of the Mjj and E;; or M;jjj and E;jjj distributions with 
an accuracy of order 5 Ge V. 

The limits on the chargino mass which could be obtained at LEP 
II is very close (1-2 GeV) to the kinematic limit of the machine. The 
chargino discovery would shed light on the supersymmetry parame
ter space especially on m1; 2 and JL which are directly related to the 
chargino and neutralino masses. One can draw the chargino mass as 
a 2-D function of the m1; 2 and JL parameters (fig. 18 for low tan (3 and 
fig. 20 for high tan (3 scenarios) and study the limits of m 1;2 and JL for 
a fixed chargino mass which will be obtained at LEP II. In fig. 19 (low 
tan(3) and fig. 21 (high tan/3) two regions in the m 1; 2 and JL plane are 
shown excluding SUSY parameters for the 85 GeV (the present limit) 
and 99 GeV (the limit for .jS = 200 GeV) chargino. For example, 
for typical values of JL =500 and 1000 Ge V the limit on m1;2 can be 
extended for the low tan/3 scenario from 75 up to 100 GeV and from 
80 to 107 GeV, respectively, for LEP II with .jS = 200 GeV. For high 
tanf3 the respective limits will be extended from 101 to 118 GeV for 
JL = 500 GeV and from 102 to 121 GeV for JL = 100 GeV. 
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